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EXTENSIONS OF FIXED POINT THEOREMS OF RHOADES

AND CIRIC

T. K. PAL AND M. MAITI

Abstract. In this paper fixed point theorems have been established for the

mappings which are contractive over two consecutive elements of an orbit.

The results, thus established, extend the theorems of B. E. Rhoades and Lj.

B. Ciric.

1. Introduction. In recent years a number of generalizations of the well-

known Banach contraction principle have appeared in the literature where

the authors have introduced mappings of contractive type and studied the

existence of their fixed points. A comparative study of these generalizations

has been made more recently by Rhoades [1].

Wong [2] and Guseman [3] have studied the mappings which are contrac-

tive over an orbit. Here we study the mappings which are contractive only

over two consecutive elements of an orbit. Fixed point theorems have been

derived for such mappings as direct generalizations of the theorems estab-

lished by Rhoades [1] and Ciric [4]. Examples are provided to show that the

results of the present paper are indeed extensions.

2. Fixed point theorems. In the following X denotes a metric space with

distance function d. For u E X, the orbit of u will be denoted by /(«, T),

where T is a_self-mapping of X generating the orbit. The closure of / will be

denoted by /. The space X is said to be T-orbitally complete if every Cauchy

sequence contained in Iiu, T) converges in X, for all u E X.

Theorem 1. Let T be a mapping of a metric space X into itself and X be

T-orbitally complete. If there exists an element u £ X such that for any two

elements x, v £ I{u, T), at least one of the following is true:

(i) d(x, Tx) + d(y, Ty) < ad(x, y), 1 < a < 2,

(ii)    dix, Tx) + diy, Ty) < ß{dix, Ty) + diy, Tx) + dix,y)},    \ < ß

<!.
(iii)   dix, Tx) + diy, Ty) + diTx, Ty) <  y{rf(x, Ty) + diy, Ix)),

I < y <|,

(iv)   diTx, Ty) < 8m&x{dix,y), dix, Tx), diy, Ty),   {[dix, Ty) +

diy, Tx)]), 0 < 8 < 1.
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then { T"u) converges in X and £ = limB_00T'"u is a fixed point of T.

Proof. Define a sequence {cn} such that cn = d(un,un+l), where un = T"u

(Uq = u), n = 0, 1, 2, .... Now suppose that (i) is true for the pair u„,un+l.

Then

d(un, «„+,) + d(u„+x, un+2) < ad(u„, u„+1),

implying

(1) cn+x<(a-l)cn.

Similarly, if (ii), (iii) and (iv) are true, then correspondingly we obtain

(2) cn+x<[(2ß-l)/(l-ß)]cn,

(3) cn+I<[(y-l)/(2-y)]c„,

(4) cn+x < 8cn.

From (l)-(4) we observe that

(5) cn+x< Xcn

for all n, where

( 2)8-1     y-1       \A = max|a-l,1—y, _,*j<l.

It is now a simple matter to show that cn -» 0 as n -> oo and that the sequence

{«„} is Cauchy. Since X is T-orbitally complete, then the limit £ of the

sequence {«„} belongs to X and also to I(u, T).

We now show that £ is a fixed point of T. Choose a pair of points u„, £.

Then at least one of the following holds for the pair:

(6) d(un,un+x) + d(t,n)<ad(un,Ç),

(7) d(un, un+l) + d(l n) < ß{d(un, n) + d(i, un+x) + d(u„, £)},

(8) d(u„, un+x) + d(l TQ + d(un+x, n) < y{d(un, n) + d(t Kn+1)},

d(un+x, TÍ) < 8 max{d(u„, £), d(un, un+x), ¿(£, r£),

(9)
x2{d(un,Ti) + d(i,un+x)}}.

As we proceed along the sequence {«„} we obtain an infinite set of values of

n, say {nk}, such that at least one of the relations (6)-(9) is satisfied by the

pairs u„k, £. Let k ^ oo, we derive ¿(£, TÍ) < 0, d(£, T£) <

ßd(i, TO, d(£, TO < yd(Z, TO/2 and </(£, TQ < &/(£, TQ in the cases of
(6), (7), (8) and (9) respectively. All these possibilities lead to the fact that £ is

a fixed point of T. This completes the proof.

Remark 1. If only condition (iv) is satisfied by T in Theorem 1, then £ is

the unique fixed point of T. In other cases, however, if T further satisfies at

least one of the conditions

(v)¿(£, Tx)< d(x, 0 + d(x, Tx),
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(vi) dix, Ö < di£, Tx) + d(x, Tx),îor all x (^ £) £ X, then the unicity of

the fixed point is guaranteed.

The mapping T satisfying (iv) has been studied first by Ciric [4] and then

by Rhoades [1]. Theorem 1 indeed extends the results of Rhoades [1] and

Ciric [4] and this may be seen from

Example 1. Let X = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} with the distance function d defined by

</(l, 2) - 4.3,      d(\, 3) = 0.6,     ¿(1,4) = 3.65,    ¿(1,5) = 2.8,

d(2, 3) = 3.95,     d(2, 4) = 3.7,     d(2, 5) = 5.0,     ¿(3,4) = 3.9,

d(3, 5) = 3.35,    d(4, 5) = 1.9.

Let T be a mapping of X into itself such that

7T=2,    72 = 3,    73 = 4,   74 = 5 = T5.

This example satisfies all the conditions of Theorem 1 with a = 1.99 and

8 = 0.92. But the theorems of Rhoades and Ciric do not hold for this example

since T does not satisfy (iv) for x = 1, v = 4 and x = 1,^ = 5.

It may be noted that the principle of quasi-contraction of Ciric [5] also does

not hold for this example since

d(T\, TA) > max{d(l, 4), d(\, T\), d(4, TA), d(\, 74), d(4, 71)}.

Remark 2. Without affecting the conclusions of Theorem 1, condition (iv)

may be split into its four constituent alternatives:

(vii) d(Tx, Ty) < pd(x,y),       0 < p < 1,

(viii) d(Tx, Ty) < od(x, Tx),       0 < a < 1,

(ix) d(Tx, Ty) < tid(y, Ty),       0 < ft < 1,

(x) d(Tx,Ty)< v{d(x,Ty) + d(y,Tx)},       0<v<{-.

Remark 3. The existence and uniqueness of the fixed point of 7 may be

ensured if some iterate of 7 satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1 along with

(v) or (vi).

Conditions (i)—{iv) of Theorem 1, respectively, imply the following:

M d(x,Tx) + d(y,Ty)<2d(x,y),

(b) d(x, Tx) + d(y, Ty) <¡{d(x, Ty) + d(y, Tx) + d(x,y)},

(c) d(x, Tx) + d(y, Ty) + d(Tx, Ty) <\{d(x, Ty) + d(y, Tx)},

d(Tx, Ty) < maxid(x,y), d(x, Tx), d(y, Ty),

(d)
1-[d(x,Ty) + d(y,Tx)}}.

These lead to the following generalization of Theorem 1, which is close in

spirit to Edelstein's generalization [6] of Banach's theorem.

Theorem 2. Let T be a mapping of a metric space X into itself. If

(i) there exists a point u E X such that the orbit I(u, 7) has a cluster point

i EX,
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(ii) T and T2 are continuous at £,

(iii)   T satisfies  (a) or (b)  or (c) or (d) for any  two distinct  elements

x, y G /(m, T),

then £ is a fixed point of T.

Proof. Setting c„ as in Theorem 1 it is possible to show that c„+l < c„ for

all cases (a)-(d). Therefore the sequence {c„} is monotone decreasing and

bounded also. Then c„ -> / as n -» co, where / = inf {c„}.

Since £ is a cluster point of [un], there exists a subsequence {m } such that

m„. -> £ as / -* oo. Also u^ +, = Tt^ -» T£ and m^+2 = T2!^ -h> T2£ as /' -» co,

because T and T2 are continuous at £. Then we obtain

/ = lim d(u^, u^+x) = lim d(uv Tu„) = d(i TO,

I = lim d(u. + x, «_+2) = lim d(7\, T\) = d(T£, T2£).
l'->00 i-»oo

Suppose that £ i= T£. If (a) holds for the pair £, TÍ, then

d(t TO + d(Ti T2£) < 2d (i TO,   i.e.   ¿(r£, T2£) < rf(£, T£),

which is impossible. Hence 7"£ = £. If (b) or (c) or (d) holds for this pair

instead of (a), then it is also possible to derive that T£ = £. Thus £ is a fixed

point of T. This completes the proof.

The statements corresponding to those in Remarks 1 and 3 are also true in

the case of the above theorem. Finally, we may note that condition (d) may

be replaced by its constituent alternatives corresponding to (vii)-(x).
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